Seems like the boot takes you to a login dialog, while test expects a started gnome session.

Observation

openQA test in scenario opensuse-15.2-NET-x86_64-gnome@64bit-2G fails in first_boot

Test suite description

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 581.2

Expected result

Last good: 577.2 (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

History

#1 - 06/03/2020 01:08 pm - okurz
- Status changed from New to Resolved
- Assignee set to okurz

https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/1196022#previous looks pretty stable. Probably solved by my awesome project management skills (asking others to do stuff) and ggardet did with selecting the right tty then with the already logged in gnome session instead the one with the gdm login screen.